
INVESTING PROPOSAL

A social aggregator for trading/betting/stocks



WHAT PROBLEM WE SOLVE

Users can:

Important: all traders and bets are executed externally. 
CopyRage is not executing any «license requering» activities. 
This means, no regulator or license issues can happen to our platform.

- have a shared wallet to act immediately

- trade / bet / invest on any of connected platforms

- copy each other and be copied

- stay in favorite platform (act via api key)

- post and share content
- make deep technical analysis

- trade with intraday leverage

- write and use custom scripts

- use internal messenger

- issue a branded debit card to withdraw funds 24/7
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WHAT WE HAVE

Registered intellectual property 
Working Prototype (320 Screens for web version and 56 for mobile version) 
120 pages functionality description 
Several confirmed accelerator/incubator partnerships 
API from all mentored above crypto/betting/stocks platforms 

intellicagroup.com (Switzerland)

Intenselab (Poland)

cvvc.com (Switzerland)

tokengate.io (Switzerland)

cryptomood.com (Czech Rep.)

whpartners.eu (Malta)

pwc.ch (Switzerland)

falconpb.com (Switzerland)

PartnerShip agreements and LOI from following companies:

- Platform Development

- Market Data and Intraday Leverage

- STO Support and Guidance

- GDPR-Compliant KYC/AML

- Sentiment Analysis

- Legal and Tax

- Legal and Tax

- Private Bank



WHAT WE OFFER

CopyRage is establishing a joint-stock company in Luxembourg. Every investor receives shares of the 
company according to the shown table. Investors have the privilege to sell their shares at the 
beginning of every next investment round. Shares sold to investors are dividend shares. Dividends are 
paid quarterly after Round A.

€50Price per €100 Share

Profit from Pre-Seed

Profit from Seed

Profit from Round A

Profit from Round B

Profit from Round C

Pre-Seed Seed Round A Round B Round C

-

-
-
-
-

€75 €100 €150 €200
150% 200% 300% 400%
- 133% 200% 266%
- - 150% 200%
- - - 133%
- - - -


